THE FOUNDATION FOR THE CHILD VICTIMS OF THE FAMILY COURTS
A NOT FOR PROFIT ORGANIZATION
FROM THE DESK OF JILL JONES-SODERMAN
TO THE VICTIMS PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF PROBATE COURT JUDGE
MARY MARGARET MCVEIGH

REST IN PEACE THE FCVFC HAS NOT AND WILL NEVER FORGET YOU!
The FCVFC will never cease to pursue the justice delayed/never delivered to the multiple past,
present, future victims of the notorious Judge, known to judicial watch dog groups as “one of the
three worst judges in the country”, Margaret Mary McVeigh. McVeigh and her cronies / officers
of the court, alleged partners in crime, alleged RICO actors are responsible for directly hastening
the death of multiple individuals who established estates for the benefit of loved ones – spouses,
children. Those estates were dismantled and plundered under the direction of McVeigh and her
legal minion via the removal of authorized representatives of the benefactor and the replacement
of appointed authorities with judicially appointed “representatives whom then plundered the
estate.
Prior to Mcveigh's appointment to the lucrative position in Probate Court in Patterson , New
Jersey, she developed a reputation as being among the most notoriously corrupt judges in Family
court in New Jersey, working with court appointed psychologist, Paul Dasher. It was alleged that
Dasher and McVeigh worked with “criminally” connected attorneys who assembled a team of
“experts “ who provided testimony tailored to the needs of whatever perpetrator of abuse was
willing to pay premium fees for the outcome ordered.
In the case of Islam Elkaryoney, a twelve year old boy who committed suicide on Oct. 5, 2005,
rather than allowing himself to be transferred into the hands of his brutally sadistic father, a fact
fully and thoroughly documented by Jill Jones-soderman. McVeigh repeatedly postponed a
scheduled court hearing/trial so that witnesses whom appeared for the hearing - physicians, a
school principle, therapists, domestic violence counselors – could not continue to appear for a
hearing that did not take place. Once McVeigh was clear that most witnesses were not present,
waiting in court, she proceeded with a hearing and trial. The witnesses that were present were
threatened by the attorneys for Salah Elkaryoney, the Egyptian father of Islam Elkaryoney. Mr.
Elkaryoney was a pediatrician in Egypt. In the US he was in fact an owner of multiple taxi
medallions, though in court he was referred to as a 'taxi driver”; a taxi driver who hired three
certified family court attorneys who openly threatened witnesses in the hallways and waiting
rooms of the Patterson family court. Reports to the Administration of the Courts, the Attorney
General's Office (Investigator Cresenz) was met with immediate venal retaliation. McVeigh
filed, in writing, false charges against Jill Jones-Soderman related to actions that reputedly
occurred while she was present at the court hearing for Islam Elaryoney. However, Jill JonesSoderman never appeared in court before McVeigh, a verifiable, objective fact. Other witnesses

were threatened with consequences for their appearance/testimony at a trial. As a result of
witness manipulation, suppression of extensive evidence, false testimony on the part of Paul
Dasher and collusion of a series of judges to follow, the ineptitude and affiliation of DYFS, all
following the precedent laid down in the McVeigh court, Islam Elkaryoney died needlessly. His
mother lost custody of her three other sons.
Names of Some of the McVeigh Victims Known to the FCVFC
1- Islam Elkaryoney – his three surviving brothers
2 – Tony Latona
3 – Blanche Zwerdling – Grand daughter
4- Paul Buyukus
5 - Patty Buyukus
6 -Mary Sudovar
All statements made in this article are fully and completely documented and have been written
about extensively in other published articles, eg. “ New Jersey Judge Alleged Corruption”, Parts
One and Two

